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1. What can I find in a thermal scan? I have been able to identify 7 different types of weapon systems that 

are used on the body. Radiation includes microwave, electromagnetic, ultraviolet, infrared, and pulsed 

generated. Additional wounds and items include pain, inflammation, and swelling, along with aerosol, dust, 

piping, and heat on appliances within the home.   

 

2. Can you find any chips inside the body? I cannot confirm the chip(s) because I do not have equipment to 

verify it is a chip inside your body. There are multiple types of chips which are below the skin layer and 

internal which vary from RFID, IR, graphene, nano, smart, bio, micro, etc.....  Until I get the equipment to 

verify chips inside the body externally or internally, I can only identify it as an unidentified object within 

the body. The only way I can identify a chip within the body is through a quick review audio or video 

analysis if it was discovered within the audio or video that was reviewed.   

 

3. What comes with a thermal report?  The report is between 150-200 pages full of information that 

includes the remarks from your questionnaire, thermal images, body images, and body analysis. The report 
also includes identification of nerves, veins, arteries, muscles, sheaths, organs, regions that have been 
affected by the weapon systems and images of the locations. One can add a quick review audio analysis 

which is added to the report as well for an additional cost.   
 

4. How long does a report take? A report can take anywhere from 1 week-1 month. There are over 1 trillion 
nerves alone in the human body, and each person does not have the same location(s), weapon systems, 
surgeries, injuries, additional information from the questionnaire or quick review analysis. The report time 

varies from person to person depending on the discovery of information.  
 

5. How long does a scan take? A scan will take on average 2-3 hours, the more you ask questions, need to 
rest, and take time out to talk the longer it will take.   

 

6. What happens during a thermal examination? First, you will arrive and fill out the proper paperwork if 
you have not filled out and completed the paperwork prior. Secondly, you will take off all jewelry, head 

gear, and store them in a safe and secure location. Third, you sit in a chair and have the body analysis and if 
you want to review the results, we can go over all findings, otherwise I save the results to your USB. You 
will then remove your clothing and stand in a room that is at a cold temperature to bring out the heat 

signatures on the body. You will also be standing, bending, and twisting for 2-3 hours straight. There are 3 
types of thermals that are taken, along with body examination. During the body examination with the 

thermals, you will not be allowed to touch yourself. Your hands, arms, legs leave signatures of heat on the 
body that are not supposed to be there. It can take 5-10 minutes from the heat from your hands to leave the 
body area that you have touched, which means we will have to wait for the heat signatures to dissipate 

before photos can be taken and continued. I then save all the images on your USB drive that you can take 
home copies with you.   

 
7. What do I need to bring?  Males and Females examination will be in a bra and underwear/boxers make 

sure you bring clothes to change into. You must bring a 8 gb USB drive with you so you can take home 

copies of all images, and the body analysis report. No THICK clothing must be loose bathing suit material. 
Women/men need to have their hair up and out of their face.    
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8. Why do you need my medical history? Medical history is important, because there are major issues and 

surgeries that can be picked up on the thermal scan. Pins, rods, braces, bars, can be picked up with the heat 
signatures. The information can also be noticed through the quantum resonance scanning process as well. In 

order to get accurate results within the reports, scars, marks, moles, tumors, are all taken into consideration. 
I also need to know in case of an emergency and can react properly if a serious issue arises. For example, if 
a person is diabetic, and is running low on sugar.  

 
9. What does a Quantum Magnetic Analyzer Prove? A quantum magnetic analyzer can prove multiple 

different items through the test. It can help with dietary supplements, vitamin deficiency, oxygen levels, 
fatty lipids, and even show heavy metals and toxins. You can purchase the machine yourself if you like and 
take either daily, weekly, or monthly scans of your body. The scan with the thermal imaging report is highly 

important, because I cross-reference the findings with the attacks from the weapon systems on your body.  

 

10. Why do I have to pay for travel costs? I keep my prices very low so that everyone can afford them, you 
are more than welcome to travel down to my location, get a hotel room for completion of the scans. In order 
to keep prices low travel costs, need to be paid because the gear needs to be secured and taken on the plane 

both ways. You are also taking days and time out of my schedule and report writing for other clients to 
travel to your location. Gas, vehicle rentals, hotels, food daily, taxi cabs, buses, all cost money and are 

increasing daily with the economy. There are arrangements that can keep the travels expenses down which 
require agreements between myself and the clientele.   

 

11. Why are the scans an hourly and not a flat rate? Each client is different, has different concerns, reacts 

differently, or has a lot of questions. Some may have medical complications of which they cannot stand for 

a long period of time, need to rest in between each of the 3 tests, or constantly touch their body. All this 

takes time out of other clients’ time and pushes me back further within a group setting. Creating an hourly 

rate will keep you on task, on time, on schedule, and keep a lower cost for the scan.  

 

12. Can I use the report for court purposes? This is a report with evidence of microwave, electromagnetic, 

ultraviolet, infrared, and pulsed generated radiation throughout your body. My report has not entered the 

court systems but is being used by medical professionals, doctors, and other researchers. I have had a report 

sent to microwave and radiation experts which confirmed my reports are accurate with the results and 

findings. For it to be used in court, your lawyer will need medical experts to verify and validate the results.  

 

13. Do I need a thermal scan? No, you do not need a thermal scan report, but it does show the physical 

wounds on your body along with the attacks, and damage that you are experiencing. The decision is yours 

on what you need it for and can provide additional evidence for court, legal, or medical purposes.  

 

14. What is the difference between a short and long report? There is only a small difference between the 

large and short report and that adding the descriptions of the nerves, veins, arteries, organs, and the effects 

of DEWs. Everything is identified within the body, and there are trillions of nerves alone in the body to 

review and write a description of each location takes additional time and gives identifying features of the 

attacks that you are experiencing.  


